
What does it mean to be a theologian at St. James’? 

Year R – Children in Year R begin to show an interest in the world around them and are 
developing an understanding that others have different beliefs and faith to that of their 
own. Pupils listen to religious stories and learn about some religious festivals that take 
place around the world. Year R children learn about Christianity and Hinduism across the 
year. Within Christianity, children explore key vocabulary such as God, creation, nativity, 
Christmas and Easter and are encouraged to make connections between their learning 
within these units. Within Hinduism, Year R children explore stories and festivals which link to 
Hindu Gods.   

Year 1- By Year 1, children should have a firm understanding that there is more than one 
religion and they can recall features of the religions they have studied. Year 1 pupils learn 
to identify and recognise features of religious practice and they discuss elements of 
religion that they find interesting or puzzling. In Year 1, children also study Christianity and 
build on their understanding of Hinduism from Year R. Within Christianity, Year 1 focus on 
festivals, exploring why Christmas and Easter matter to Christians. It is expected that Year 1 
children also explore creation and God in more detail. Within Hinduism, Year 1children 
continue to learn about festivals linked with this religion and also associate particular 
symbols with these e.g. colour.  

Year 2 – In Year 2, children have a good understanding of the concepts they have 
studied within Christianity and Hinduism and can compare the two religions by identifying 
similarities and differences within these. Pupils are able to ask appropriate questions to 
further their understanding and they have opportunities to respond sensitively in relation 
to matters of right and wrong within faith. In Year 2, children study similar concepts to Year 
1 but at a greater depth level to further their knowledge and understanding of religious 
beliefs and festivals. Within Hinduism, children directly make comparisons between 
creation stories from this faith and creation stories from Christianity.  

Year 3 – Year 3 children explore Christianity in more depth building on their learning from 
key stage one. Now, children describe religious beliefs and practices, discuss how 
important they are and identify the impact that these beliefs and practices have on 
people’s lives. Children are taught how to draw out symbols, concepts and religious 
language from stories and link these stories to the religious beliefs that underlie them. In 
Year 3, children study Judaism, learning about festivals that are appropriate for the time 
of year and making meaningful links between common themes they find between these 
festivals.  

Year 4 – In Year 4, children develop their ability to ask thoughtful questions and suggest 
answers to the questions raised about religion and beliefs. Children are expected to 
respond to questions through verbal and written feedback equivalent to the standard of 
their writing in English lessons. Year 4 children understand that people with faith feel a 
sense of belonging to their religion and they explore what this means to them and what it 
might involve. Within Christianity, Year 4 children explore more complex concepts 
including the kingdom of God. Within Judaism, children explore one more Jewish festival 



as well as exploring the Torah and making connections between this holy book and that 
of the Bible.  

Year 5 – In Year 5, children become more analytical when studying Christianity. Children 
are expected to explain how and why differences in beliefs are expressed, sensitively and 
free from judgement. When asking and answering questions children make informed 
responses using appropriate language and vocabulary they have learnt throughout the 
years. In Year 5, children are introduced to Islam where they study the Quran and are 
expected to make connections to what they learned about holy texts in Christianity and 
Judaism.  

Year 6 – In Year 6, children are expected to have securely embedded their knowledge 
and understanding of the Christian faith. They use religious and philosophical terminology 
to explain religious beliefs and values as well as being able to explain challenges religions 
may encounter in the modern world. Year 6 children learn there is a conflicting argument 
between creation beliefs and that of science and be able to reflect on both points of 
view. Within Islam, Year 6 develop their understanding of a sacred place as well as 
identifying their understanding of community within the Muslim faith. As Year 6 children 
leave St. James’ we hope they are knowledgeable, respectful and sensitive individuals 
who have a holistic understanding of religion that they use to empathise with people they 
encounter from different faiths. 


